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The Scribal Habits of Demetrius 
Moschus 

Graham Speake 

I N A PREVIOUS articlel Francis Vian and I established the existence 
and importance of a group of late XV- and early XVI-century MSS 

of Apollonius Rhodius. This group (known collectively as the d 
group) sufJered much contamination from the rest of the transmission 
but can be considered to be principally the work of one man, namely 
Demetrius Moschus, who copied four of the five MSS of the group. His 
editorial technique has already been discussed.2 This article is con
cerned with the alterations Moschus made in the text of the 
A rgonautica. 

"The unconscious habits of scribes are as important for an editor to 
understand as their deliberate actions," Dawe rightly tells us.3 For 
this reason I find his use of the general term 'emendation' to cover 
"anything in which the mind has a part" unsatisfactory, since the 
mindless is surely as important an indication of the scribe's worth qua 
scribe as the mindful. I have therefore chosen to employ the term 
'degenerative change', coined by Mrs Easterling,' in assessing the 
effect of Moschus' pen on the transmission of Apollonius. 

Mrs Easterling begins her discussion of the text of Sophocles' .~jax 
offered by the 'Roman' family as follows: 

Most of the characteristic 'Roman' readings are just the sort one 
would expect to find in a text that went on being copied so far into 
the Middle Ages, symptoms, in fact, of the natural process of de
generation. These 'degenerative changes' can be divided into two 
categories: mechanical errors (which abound in p) and deliberate 
alterations (in a charitable mood one might call them emendations). 
These deliberate emendations, though no doubt usually intended as 
improvements, are essentially corruptions; they are part of the pro
cess of Simplification and 'normalization' that affects every text in its 
successive re-copyings. 

1 "The So-called O-Manuscripts of Apollonius," GRBS 14 (1973) 301-18. 

2 Ibid. pp.315-17. 
3 R. D. Dawe, The Col/ation and Investigation of Manuscripts of Aeschylus (Cambridge 1%4)47. 
, CQ N.S. 17 (1967) 58. 
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114 THE SCRIBAL HABITS OF DEMETRIUS MOSCHUS 

This seems to me the most realistic approach to adopt. Selected 
instances of degeneration in the Moschan manuscripts will be dis
cussed under the following heads: (a) alteration on metrical grounds; 
(b) Homericism; (c) echo other than Homericism; (d) trivial sub
stitution or substitution of a common or late word for a rare or early 
one; (e) easier syntax preferred; (f) change due to misunderstanding; 
(g) intrusion of a gloss; (h) other embellishments (which mayor may 
not be mechanical). There will inevitably be some degree of overlap 
between categories. Whether or not the reader agrees with my 
classification of the alterations, it will become obvious that we are 
dealing with a scribe who was well versed in early epic and not 
inhibited by over-cautiousness. If on occasion he is described as 
foolish or rash this may be taken as either indirect criticism of his 
predecessor(s) or a reflection of the fact that even the best of scribes is 
liable to carelessness. 

The manuscripts discussed are: 

M Milan, Ambros. 426 (H.22 sup.) (Books 1 and 2), early XVI century 
R Vatican, gr. 1358, ca. 1505, Demetrius Moschus 
Q Vatican, gr. 37, ca. 1491-1514, Demetrius Moschus 
C Rome, Casan. 408 (G.III.5), 1490-1510, Demetrius Moschus 
n Paris, gr. 2729, 1490-1510, Demetrius Moschus 
d Collective siglum for the group MRQCD 

The lemmata are taken from Frankel's Oxford Classical Text 
(Oxford 1961). Other editions cited are those of Brunck (Strasburg 
1780), Wellauer (Leipzig 1828), Mooney (Dublin 1912; repro Amster
dam 1964), Gillies (Book 3, Cambridge 1928), and Vian (Book 3, Paris 
1961). 

(a) ALTERATION ON METRICAL GROUNDS 

1.19 Ka,.dHv] yE KaJLEiv R. yE, "the universal panacea,"5 comes to R's 
rescue, but it is a distinct improvement on KaJLEiv. 

334 7'0io] 7'0i6 y' D. To avoid the hiatus. We may note another 
hiatus earlier in the same line, 'correction' of which is not attempted. 
This illustrates the sporadic and unsystematic nature of these altera
tions. 

665 • I "'." " "]' I "'." "D All VJLEWV () H nc apEWV E7TOC VJLELWV () EL KEV nc E7TOC. our MSS 

6 Dawe. op.cit. (supra n.3) 44. 
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read U/.L€twv \-vith LAPE. D restores the metre and retains the syntax,6 
but at the expense of a vital adjective. Presumably the idea came 
from the end of 663, €i K€ 8a€t€v. 

976 KA€t'T'I']] KA€t'T'I'] T' RQ. To avoid the hiatus. 
1313 €7TOpega'To] j1-ey' opega'To M C. An attempt to remove the 

superfluous syllable in the text of k CJ.tiy· €7Topiga'To). See Frankel's 
apparatus. 
2.1 Ev(}a 8' E'cav J EV(}' exp' EcaV RQ C. EV(}' Ecav is the reading of B P MD 
which, as the copyist realizes, does not scan. 

143 hafLov'To] €Aacx.CKOJ) M RQ. A correction of €AaVVOVTO which D 
reads here,7 no doubt influenced by 8'1']LaacKov above in 142. 

160 aYXLaAov cPVAAOLC 'TV mop] ciYXLaAw T-ry yap Kat 'Tfj MRQC. Faced 
with aYXLaAw 'Tfj Kat 'Tij (k) the scribe employs yap as a stopgap. 

256 v6cr EVL] €VI. cPP€cI. MRCD, j1-€'Tcl cPP€cI. Q. This is the only reading 
which Frankel mentions anywhere as proof of D's descent from B.8 
But in fact k read 'TaV'Ta €VL{3aAA€O (sic EKB); P and a corrected 
independently: 'Tav'T' €VL{3aAA€O (}Vj1-w P, TaV'Ta €VI. cPP€cI. {3aAA€O d. All 
one can say then is that here d rests on the text of k.9 To avoid the 
hiatus Q emended €VI. to j1-€Tcl. 

271 7TOV'TOLO] 7TOVTOV R. Faced with 7TOV'TOLO cPope(p )OVTO (MQCD), 
the scribe makes the obvious correction. 

329 €cPL€j1-at] acPdj1-€v MRQ. An attempt to correct Uj1-€V in D. 
397 ExonaL] EacLv MRQC. An intelligent suggestion to replace 

EXOVTat, which is omitted by BH.10 
513 (}€cav -rypavov] (Uccav €7111pavov M. The scribe may have mis

counted the number of syllables, or found (Uccav in his model and 
corrected the wrong word. Alternatively it could simply be faulty 
introduction of a compound form. 

725 7TVOLV oe] 7TVOLVCL RQ. k could not tolerate the postponement of 
8e and, followed by CD, wrote U7TO De. RQ were driven to correct 
7TVOtfj to 7TVOLfjCL to give the line a metrical ending. 

887 'TO 7TapodJE] 7Tpo7Tapodh MRQ. CDB omit TO; MRQ use the 
prefix 7TpO- as a stopgap. 

6 For at ~'£ with the future indicative see Iliad 15.213. 
7 See below, p.128, and H. Frankel, Einieitlmg zur kritischen Ausgabe der A.rgonautika des 

Apo/lonios (Goningen 1964) 90. 
s Frankel, op.cit. (supra n.7) 91 n. But see now Speake and Vian, op.cit. (silpra n.l) 307-09. 
9 lowe this note to Francis Viano 
10 See Speake and Vian, op.cit. (mpra n.l) 307. 
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1103 ovpavov] v.poO£v D. MRQC retain k's unmetrical ovpavoO£v: 

D's suggestion is not without merit. 
1114 KV/La7'a] KV/La 7'£ MRC, KV/La Se D. k reads KV/La, which D and 

MRC attempt to correct. 
1165 Kat om. M. RQCDB read £lcav7'tc. M sees it is wrong but 

cannot find the right correction. 
1200 Oc:ov] /xx R. C omits ocov; R seizes upon a suitable replacement. 
1240 ?J,\B' iva 8~] EvOa S' iva M. C omits 8~; M attempts to restore 

the correct number of syllables. Frankel suggests, quite plausibly, 
that EVO' results from a gloss on iva. 

3.223 ava,B'\v£cK£] ava,B'\v'£cK£ RQ. The uncompounded ,B'\v,w is 
much commoner than ,B'\vw so, pace Vian, normalization is more 
likely than assurance of a long v. 

254 8/Lwat, Se 1To8wv 1TP07TCXpOLB£] S/Lwat, Se 7TCxpot.B£ C. All MSS omit 
1To8oov. C is one degree more corrupt but offers a scannable line of 
five feet. 

305 l:. I • I • , I ] l:. - • , I • ~£tVWV 7}/L£7'£pot.CtV £vt. /L£yapoLcLV ~£t.vov £vt. /L£yapot"v £v 
~/L£7"poLCtV Q. Q inherits the reading g£ivov from k and successfully 
restores the metre, though the duplicated preposition is rather 
clumsy. The transposition of /L£yapotctv and ~/L£7"potCLV is harder to 
explain unless one or other had been omitted in the exemplar and 
inserted above the line. 

437 av7'cf) K£V] 7'00 Kat /Lot D. Restoration of the metre but not of the 
sense. D still has a /LOL after /L£'\o£7'o. 

445 B7}£i7'o om. C, pt1T7'fXCKE R, KpV1T7'£CK£ Q. RQ seem to be follow
ing C here and make intelligent, if mutually contradictory, guesses to 
fill the gap. 

529 1T£pla'\'\a] 1T£P' ti'\'\wv y£ C (1T£p' ti'\'\wv cett.). Unsuccessful re
appearance of the 'universal panacea', employed no doubt to im
prove the scansion of the second half of the line, if not of the first. 

571 a7'£ 1T7'~CCOV7'ac] £1TL1T7'VCCOV7'ac RQ. 1T7'VCCOV7'ac in CD is the 
result of iotacism, which also afflicts RQ, but the addition of the 
prefix £1TL- is a great improvement metrically. a7'£ of course has no MS 

authority and is merely Frankel's suggestion. 
673 8aKpvcLv occ£] SaKpvoLc£ R. The omission of OCC£ is inherited 

from k. R attempts correction but is apparently unaware that the 
second syllable of 8aKpvov is short, in spite of its appearance in the 
next line. But perhaps the scribe is ascribing to Apollonius an arbitrary 
lengthening of the v metri causa. 
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771 eytiJ vvv €vOa KaKwv 7} evOa] eywy KaKwv (7}) evO' 7} €vOa RQ. The 
root of the trouble is omission of vvv (lytiJv for €ytiJ vvv by haplography 
in D) for which RQ are attempting to cover up. 

990 '<:"" ", , '0' -] \ <:"" , \ COL 0 av E'yw TE£CaLILL xapLV ILET01TLC EV apwYTJc COL u av EyW 
ILET01TtCOE TtcaLILL xapLV €1Tapwyfic D. The scribe is mistaken about the 
quantity of the first syllable of T{caLILL. 

1136 >t.t1TOVC' <X1T0] >t.t1Tovca yE RQ Cpc. Also the reading of Sand 
Paris.gr. 2844, but the obvious change may well have occurred 
independently to an intelligent scribe. 

1200 ?]VELKE] €1TlvELKE C. k. followed by RQD, has removed the 
augment: reasonably enough, C makes up the lost syllable with a 
prepositional prefix. 

1210 {mlvEp8EV] €cPV1TEpOEV RQ. k, followed by CD, has V1TEp8EV by 
haplography. The scribe's remedy is the same as at 1200, but the result 
is less successful with regard to sense. The corruption was no doubt 
influenced by KaOv1TEpOe at 1209. 
4.277 VVV ILlvEL] lLilLVEL RD. Omission of vvv is inherited from k. RD 
make up for the lost syllable at the expense of the caesura. 

435 ;, 0' OTE];' S' OTE S~ C. Perhaps an inherited conjecture to deal 
with the omission of a syllable. The form K~PECCLV survives in H, and 
B retains a reminiscence of it with KTJPV~·CCLV. 

673 ovo' <XVSPECCLV] <XVSPEC R. Another pentameter. Q B also omit 
ovS'. 

770 Oopovca] c!JPTO Olovca RQC, c!JPTO Oopovca D. All four MSS read 
OVAvlL1TOV for OVAVIL1TOLO and insert c!JPTO in an attempt to make the 
second half of the line scan. Presumably Moschus allowed synec
phonesis of -ov c!Jp-. 

1083 v1TEpt/)£a>t.oLo] V1TEPcPLa>t.ov RQ. k's reading of SELVOV for fJapw 
precludes the genitive in -0£0. 

1147 oc/JOaAlLoic yAVKEpoV 1TOOOV] ocPOaAlLoicL yAVKtk 1TOOOC Q. 
yAVKVC is commoner than the form yAVKEpoC (though not in Apollo
nius), so we are surprised not to see it in Re, which, with Q, read 
OcP8aAILOicL. 

1470 01T?] At1TE] OOL AEi1TETO RQ. The scribe finds At1TETO in his model 
(sic CD); his alteration restores neither sense nor metre (except that 
the second half of the line now scans). 

In assessing these metrical alterations, it is important to remember 
that Demetrius Moschus was himself the author of a poem in some 
460 Homeric hexameters on the Rape of Helen, otherwise known as the 
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Circa Helenam et Alexandrum.l1 This poem is highly derivative. Echoes 
of Homer and Apollonius are particularly abundant, and clearly the 
poet was familiar with all the relevant source material. Errors in 
prosody occur-occasional false quantity, absence of caesura, hiatus, 
others obviously resulting from the contemporary pronunciation of 
Greek. But they are not numerous nor (on the whole) of a serious 
nature. We must credit Moschus with a clear understanding of the 
basic principles of the Homeric metre. By and large this conclusion is 
supported by the metrical alterations discussed above; there are 
occasional lapses, but more than once we have noticed the scribe 
giving closer attention to metre than to sense. 

(b) HOMBRICISM 

1.39 l6vT€C] UVT€C MRQCD. Perhaps influenced by the passive 
CVf.LCPopEovTaL, but '7Jf.LL is the usual Homeric word for the movement 
of rivers, and there is similar confusion in the MSS at Iliad 12.33. 

753 nvaccwv] nratvwv D. ~vta T€tvac is the Homeric phrase, cf 
Iliad 5.262, which the scribe seems to be adapting here. 

811 xfjpat T' E7T£ Tfin] xfjpat TE yvvaiK€C MR. Thoughtless intrusion 
of a Homeric reminiscence: cf Iliad 2.289. 

971 f.LEA€COat] f.LESuOrU MRD. Apollonius does not use this word 
but cf Iliad 2.384 1TOAEfl-OLO fl-€8ECOW. On the other hand it could be a 
misreading of fl-EA€COaL. 

1062 ol/"yovoLnv l8EcOaL] 0tPLYOVOLCL 7iVOECOaL D. Mooney draws our 
attention to Iliad 22.305 Kat ECCOfl-EVOLCL 7TvOEcOaL, which clearly the 
scribe also has in mind. MRQD make the same change at 2.842. 

1226 CK07iLaC OPEWV Aaxov] CK07iLaC €XoV D. Cf Odyssey 8.302 CK01TL~V 
€X€v. In his zeal to imitate the Homeric passage, the scribe omits 
0pEWV. But perhaps Aaxov had €XoV as a superscript gloss, and that 
distracted the eye from the intervening 0pEWV. 

1336 E7iLcppaSEwc] E7iLCPPOVEWV D. Only once in Homer, Odyssey 
19.385, which reads E7iLCPPOVEOVC' ayop€V€LC. Perhaps we see here a 
variant from the exemplar. 
2.116 Tax'] T' up D. This shows some grasp of the use of particles, cf 
Odyssey 24.28 ~ r' apa Kat cot 7TPW"i 7TapaCr~C€COaL €fl-€AA€ fl-0ip' oAo~. But 
it could be just another Homericism. 

11 The only editions known to me are Reggio (Em.) 1499; Alcala 1519; Rome 1823, ed. 
I. Bekker; Vienna 1833, ed. A. G. Leukias. It is my intention in time to publish a new 
critical edition together with a study of the poet. . 
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470 €OV JLopov] EJLOV voov D. Cf Odyssey 4.493 ot3De oaijV(XL EJLOV voov. 
673 {3aLvov ;pa~E] 7Tl7TTOV [sic] ;pa~E D. Substitution of the regular 

Homeric expression, cf Iliad 12.156. 

678 {3'DV aJL~L oE VWTO'C] {3tOV 7joE ~aphpTJv D. Slavish following of 
the Homeric formula, cf Iliad 10.260. 

786 7TaTp~] oovp~ Q (ita LVI). A reminiscence of Iliad 5.653, in view of 
which the agreement with LvI may be fortuitous. 

833 tfivxoppaY€OVTa] {3ap€a cTf:vaxovTa Q. Cf 1.388 where MRQCD 
read {3apv cTEvaxovTo. In both cases this is substitution of the regular 
Homeric phrase. 

842 See above on 1.1062. 

1062 aC7Ttnv apaTE] aC7Ttn ~pagaTE D. Cf Iliad 13.130 and 15.566: the 
result of an unfamiliar form and reminiscence of the Homeric 
passages. 

1] 76 KOJL€OVCat] yavowcaL Q. Thoughtless imitation of Odyssey 7.128. 

3.20 o6'\ovJ voov C. For VO€W voov cf Iliad 9.104; but this may be 
mechanical assimilation. 

119 tJ7TO JLa~cfJJ E7TL JLa~cfJ D. The more regular expression, cf. 
Odyssey 11.448, but E7Tt for V7TO is a coromon change. 

301 BVJLov apEccavJ BVJLDV ETEP7TOV D. The Homeric formula, cf 
Odyssey 1.107. 

615 aJL~aoa Epya 7T€AoLTO] aJL~aoa Epya Y€VOLTO RQ. Cf Odyssey 
19.391. But it could be a gloss. 

664 KLVVPETO T~V O€ nc a4>vw] T€PEV KaTa f)(XKPVOV El{3EV R. Another 
Homeric formula, cf Iliad 16.11 Tfi LKEAoc, IIaTpoKAE, T€PEV KaTa 
oaKpvov e't{3€tc. Presumably Tfi lK€ATJ reminded the scribe of the pas
sage in the Iliad which he felt compelled to introduce here. In the next 
sentence, finding himself in difficulties without T~V S€ nc a~vw, he 
resorts to omission of a whole line (666). This is a good example of the 
lengths to which Moschus was prepared to go for the sake of Homeri
cism, although it may be that he was simply tired and inattentive. 

692 KfjOOC ;'\ow] KfjOOC apoLO RQC. Cf Iliad 4.95 and 9.303, KVOOC 
apoLO, suggesting iotacist pronunciation by Moschus. 

866 a'\vwv] axevwv D. It is unlikely that the copyist would have been 
bothered by the lengthening of the v (for which there is a Homeric 
precedent at ad. 9.398); he simply prefers the traditional Homericism, 
if. Iliad 5.869 and 18.461. 

919 E7TL 7TPOT€PWVJ €1TLXfJovtwv C. Apollonius is imitating Iliad 5.637, 

the scribe 9.558. 
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1262 yvlwv] xopwv D. Another Homeridsm which also occurs at 
2.334 and 3.507.12 

1357 tK€TO] t€TO D. Just a mechanical error? Cf on 1.39 above. 
1373 0002] OapcaMo, D. No doubt influenced mainly by OapcaA/wc in 

1370, but also perhaps by Odyssey 19.91 OapcaMTJ' K'OOV cXS€/c. 
4.12 flaO€lTJc] KaO' VATJV RQ. Cf Iliad 10.184, and Ap. Rhod. 3.1351 
where R has dv vATJv for JS6VTac (see below, p.123). 

38 SovALa lpya] O/cK€Aa lpya RQ. A Homeric phrase also occurring 
at 3.229. 

260 O~flTJc] O~flTJc ;Soc R. Cf Iliad 4.406. 
262 y'voc] JL'VOC C. For the corruption ~f 1.548 and Frankel, op.cit. 

(supra n.7) 134-37; for the phrase if. Odyssey 8.2. 

425 cXJLq,UlAcp] cXJLq,LPPVTW Q. Cf Odyssey 11.325 LJ lV EV cXJLq,LPVTV and 
Ap. Rhod. 1.1305 T~vcp EV cXJLq,LpV'T'lJ. Brunck prints it without 
comment, "ex ingenio, ut videtur" (Wellauer), but I am sure 
Moschus is the source of the conjecture. 

446 cTovaxal T€ y60L T€] 1T6A€JLol T€ WX.XaL TE C. A reminiscence of 
Iliad 1.177 and 5.891. 

458 v~cov] 8lq,pov D. Thoughtless substitution to fit a Homeric 
phrase, cf Iliad 13.26. 

462 T€xv*aLTo] T€KT~VaLTo D. Imitation of Iliad 10.19. 

467 TV1T'VTOC] 1T€C6VTOC RQD. Imitation of Iliad 11.250. 
497 E1TaOp~cavTac] EcaOp~cavTac R, EcaOp~CavT€c QD. EcaOp'w is 

Homeric, E1TaOplw is not. 
591 TJ€AloLO] {J1T€plovoc D. It does not scan here, but this word is 

common in Homer as an epithet of the sun; only once without the 
addition of TJ'ALOC, at Odyssey 1.24. 

654 alOaAlTJv] olXaAlTJv D. Aethalia (the modern Elba) does not 
appear in Homer, but Oechalia does. 

701 I \ '] I \ I D I I b JLEya JLEV KOTHL JL€ya JLEV KpaTHL . JL€ya KpaTHL, ut not 
JL'ya KOT/E', is a Homeric phrase. 

777 alOaMoL] cnkTaA/oL D. This is a Homeric word fitting the metre 
and giving some sort of sense, so Moschus employs it. 

860 at T€ 1TAaYKTat KaMovTcu] ac TE 1TAaYKTac KaA/OVCL D. No doubt 
influenced by Odyssey 12.61 nAaYKTac ()~ TOL Tac y€ 0€01. p.aKap€C 

KaA'OVCL. 
1067 €lA€tTO] TjAOLCL RQ. Thoughtless imitation of Iliad 1.246. 

11 Cf. similar confusion in the MSS at Aesch. PeTS. 913. 
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1198 a€/,Sov JA,cc6fL€vaL] a€£8ov eXfLELf36fLEvaL D. Imported from Iliad 
1.604. 

1244 TTCX:UpOV i'\€t1TTO] 1TCXUP' i,\l'\€tTTTO RQCD. As Brunck pointed 
out, lM'\€tTTTO is the Homeric form (II. 2.700); the scribe had no 
Homeric lexicon,13 but he knew that €/1€t7TTO did not occur in early 
epic. 

1397 /)15£TO fLijAa] fLij,\' Ecpv'\acc£ R, f-tij'\a cpv'\accT} Q, f-tfJ'\a cpv'\acc€ C. 
Reminiscence of Odyssey 12.136 or a gloss. 

1674 fLouvovJ '\vypoc RQCD. Even if the copyist does understand 
the sense of fLoVVOV he prefers to substitute a traditional Homeric 
epithet. 

Simple cases of alteration to suit standard Homeric diction are 
commonplace in MSS of Apollonius and would cause us no surprise in d. 
Furthermore, the scholiast often quotes passages from Homer to 

explain and illuminate the text of the Argonautica; so a scribe's eye 
could easily be caught by an attractive phrase in the marginal com
mentary of his exemplar. But of the readings discussed above, very 
few can be ignored as normalization to early epic, or for that matter 
as subtle allusion: most are instances of direct quotation from the 
Iliad and the Odyssey, often regardless of metre and syntax, and in no 
single case is the quotation to be found in the scholia. 

Here is something truly remarkable in a Renaissance scribe: 
thorough familiarity with the Homeric poems and a persistent desire 
to introduce Homeric formulas and phraseology into the text of 
Apollonius. We know that Moschus made at least two copies of the 
Odyssey.14 The evidence accumulated above shows that his knowledge 

13 Perhaps a rash assumption. We must examine the possibility of Moschus having 
access to a Homeric lexicon. That by Apollonius Sophistes exists in only one MS (eoislin. 345, 
X century) and the chances of its being in the right place at the right time are remote. 
There are other possibilities: the scholia minora to Homer would provide a kind of lexico
graphical aid, though of course it is not alphabetical; and R. Reitzenstein (Gesdtichte der 

griechisc/ten Etymologika [Leipzig 1897] 335f) tells us "Ein drittes Werk des Oros, welches 
schon Fabricius nach einer Pariser Hs. erwahnt, trug den Titel 1T£pt 1ToAVCfll..LaJlTWJI Mg€wJI. 

Ritschl suchte es vergeblich; die Spateren haben es offen bar vergessen. Das Werk, \velches 
in byzantinischer Zeit viel benutzt wurde, ist uns in Wahrheit nicht fremd." This work is 
found in at least three Parisini-27Z0 (end of the XV century), 2830 (XVI century) and 2558 
(end of the XIV century)-and contains many quotations from the Psalms and Homer. It is 
possible that Moschus had some such work of reference, but even so it is unlikely to have 
provided him with the comprehensive knowledge of Homeric poetry which he obviously 
possessed and which can only be obtained from thorough familiarity with the original 
texts. 

14 Oxford, Canon.gr. 79, and Paris, gr. 2688: see Speake and Vian, op.cit. (supra 11.1) 316-17. 
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of Homer was at least as great as of Apollonius, his fondness for the 
earlier poet perhaps greater,15 and lends support to the theory that 
he may have employed the same technique in copying Homer as we 
have suggested for Apollonius.16 

(c) ECHO OTHER THAN HOMERICISM 

1.125 AVPKT}lov] 7ToAvA~£Ov MRQ. No doubt lifted from 51, but it is a 
forgivable attempt to correct a still not understood epithet.17 

129 a7T€cElcaTo] a1ToKch()€TO MRQ. Not without merit: the double 
compound adds extra flavour and the word occurs again at 3.817 and 
1287. 

202 7T<fLC] v6()oc MRQ. An intelligent if unsubtle suggestion which 
could be the result of a gloss. It is tempting to consider this a metrical 
emendation, but dangerous to presume upon the metrical skills of 
Renaissance scribes, even those who were themselves poets. Most 
likely it is a reminiscence of Orph. Argonaut. 211: €V O€ JIaAaLfL6v£Oc 
A ' '()"\ () • I €PVoV vo OC 1'}I\V €V moc. 

331 fLETE€L1TEV] 1TpOc€€L1TEV C. Lifted from 294. 
457 &A'\~".oLnv] a.'\'\OOEV a.'\'\OC M. Cf. Theoe. 1.34 aJ-toL{3aok a.,\AOOEV 

a.,\Aoc VELKElovc' €1TE€Cn (and Ap. Rhod. 1.843). M contains Theocritus 
as well as Apollonius, so this is very likely an echo rather than a 
preference for a dactylic ending. 

576 fLvpla] aC1TETa RQ. Lifted from 2.143 and 839. 
770 €yyvcfALgE] w1TacEv EtvaL C. Imported from 2.31f. 
1115 1ToTafLov] iEPOV C.lEpOC is a regular epithet for rivers in Homer 

and Apollonius. The scribe finds it more attractive than a defining 
substantive. 

1325 €AELCpOEV] €f3TJC<Xv MRQ. Lifted from 1285. 
2.32 O{1TTvXa] OVC(TO C (not €OVC€TO as Frankel states, op.cit. [supra n.7] 

1S It may be relevant that both MSS of the Odyssey copied by Moschus are prefixed by the 
follOWing epigram: 

vU ,dAT)7'oC op.T)pe cV yap KMoc JAAaOL TraCT) 
KaL KO).OIPWVL 7Td.7'pT) 8fjKac €C &lOLOV. 

Kal 7'aCO' ci.vTL8€w rpvri y~cao Kovpac, 

OLec«C 7Jp.£8€wv yparpaf£EVoc cd.toac. 
~f£Vfit 0' 7J f£tv v6c7'oV oovecfjoc 7ToAV7TAaYK7'OV, 

7J O€ 7'OV lALaKov oapoavLOwv 7T6Afif£OV. 

Authorship has not been established, but it is a reasonable conjecture that the poem may 
be attributed to the scribe himself. 

16 Speake and Vian, op.cit. (supra n.l) 315-17. 
17 Cf. D. N. Levin, GRIJS 4 (1963) 9. 
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90). The result of failure to look ahead to 34, perhaps influenced by 
1.1326, where RQCDBP read €SVCaTo. 

107 TOV S' dccov lOVTOC] TOVS' c'xtCCOVTOC D. A clever anagram possibly 
affected by aigavToc in 92. 

115 EA&ccac] &tgac MRQ. Also affected by 92, but the scribe has 
either forgotten that the a is long or permitted internal correption.18 

301 YEPOVTOC] AEOVTOC. A reminiscence of 1.1195 (and Iliad 10.23). 

339 /Lopov] OtToV MR. Imported from 172. 
519 €CPET/Lfj] €VLC'7Tfj C. Presumably the scribe meant to write €VL7Tfj, a 

reminiscence of 3.677 iSaY)c €K 1TaTpbc €VL7T~V, and 4.615 AL7TWV €K 
1TaTpoc EVL7TfjC. 

749 a'AAn] avaYKY) MRQC. As a result of 3.430, lCaK~ and avaylCY) 
are inseparable in the mind of the scribe. 

811 1TaJl~/LEpOL EyJLOWJlTO] 1TavY)JLEpLOL 1TOJlEOVTO MRQ. Lifted from 
667. 

903 EVOLOWVTEC] ElpEcLY)CL M. Drawn from 1031. 
973 &VSLXa] Elc &Aa M. Taken from 744. 
1134 EpEELVE] 1TpodEL1TEV R. Copied from 1.1336. 

3.306 a'TT}] atea C. Imported from 328, though it could be a gloss. 
415 av(h ocd'wvJ at,pa oatgac D. Both adverb and tense are drawn 

from 412 atl/Ja TaJLc.f)J). 
782 olov] decoy Q. Vian is right to keep lSovca (cf. 908), but we might 

have expected Q to make the change to lovca once he had introduced 
decoy, cf 2.107 and Homer, passim; but maybe he has 3.253 in mind. 

1092 ovvoJL' alCovcaL] ovvoJLa ICOAXWV C. Imported from 680. 
1351 dSovTac] av VAY)V R. The scribe is reminded of the simile at 

4.1338. 
1358 aCTpa1TTovca] alccovca RQ. Taken from 1265 or 1379. 

4.402 &AyoC] &AAO RQCD. The result of confusion with 3.429£ (the 
only other occurrence of plYLOJI in the poem). 

462 TExv~caLTo] TEICJL~pa'To C. Imported from 217. 
477 TaJLvE 8avovToc] 8fjKE 8VY)AfjC C. Lifted from 1.1140. 
570 VAn] atYA7J RQD. Taken from 1710. 
826 cpEpnCLV] {3aAT}CLv RQC, ()VEAAa D. RQC inherit an error arrived 

at by confusion with the first word of the line; D attempts correction 
by importing 8vEAAa from 787 or 834. 

912 ETalpwv] a1T' &AAWV RQ. Drawn from 1.60. 

18 On correption in Apollonius see M. Campbell, RevPhil 47 (1973) 83-90. 
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1008 1TOAEJLOW] eXl'EJLOLO R, KEAEVOOLO Q. Q's error is by confusion 
with KEAEV0<tJ in 1007; R's comes from 1.953. 

1124 eYP7JcCol'TCXC] eXLCCOl'TCtC D. Influenced by 1.241. 
1209 el'L1Tac] Ec/>ETJLaC R. Cf 1.279, 2.615. 
1333 ep1J/Lovo/LOL] eAEwvo/LOL RQCD. An unfortunate choice for the 

desert, but these marsh nymphs have already made their appearance 
twice in the poem and so are more acceptable to the scribe. 

1393 KVell'] cvnv CD. It may be just a slip, but probably the scribe 
is thinking of the simile at 3.1351. 

1540 cfo0pEOVTO] 1TOV€Ol'TO R. Borrowed from 2.667. 

The fact that so many of the changes discussed in this section took 
place at the end of the line suggests a basic flaw in Moschus' method 
of transcription. The most likely explanation is that the scribe at
tempted to take in a whole line at a time when looking at his exemplar 
and to write it in full without looking back. Inevitably his memory 
was less efficient towards the end of the line and the penultimate 
word may well have reminded him of another line perhaps recently 
copied with the same penultimate word at the same sedes or of a 
favourite passage elsewhere containing some verbal similarity. In 
this way many of the above superficially erudite importations may be 
dismissed as errors of psychological association. This at least provides 
an explanation for those changes that make nonsense of the line. 

(d) TRIVIAL SUBSTITUTION OR SUBSTITUTION OF A COMMON OR LATE 

WORD FOR A RARE OR EARLY ONE 

1.187 l/L~pcxc{l]c] a/L~pocl1Jc D. 
357 epvccxL/LEV] eAcfcwf'EV C. 
376 1Tpw777cL] 1TPOTEPT/CL C. 
576 f'7]A' €cpE7ToVTaL] f'7]Aa £7TOVTaL D. 
617 €ppaLcav] ~AEc(c)av MRQD. 
629 P1J{TEpOV] P1J{SLOV MR. 
834 cp6vov] cpl'Aov C. 
885 omfcccxL] EAEc(JaL C. 
967 €f'EAoVTO] €f'VWOVTO C. 
972 mrocTcxxvECKOV] eTTLXVOaECKov D. 
1212 a1Tovpcxc] aE{pcxc MRQ. 
1289 xoAoc] axoc MRQ. 
1339 f'7]VLV] (JVf'0V MRQ. 

2.2 aY17vopoc] a/Lv/LoVOC CD. 
24 aVTLaac(JcxL] ST}pLacxc()cxL MR. 
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96 laXT]cav] 6fLaST]cav C (not D as stated in Frankel's apparatus). 
159 pbw7T(x] Kap1Jva MRQ. 
286 &.\TO] JJpTO MR. 
298 €Svcav] €j3T]cav M. 
467 EpETTJCLV] €TapOLCLv D. 
576 Ka'TEVELK€V] Ka'TEpVK€ MRQD. 
577 alvoTaTov S'oc] alvoTaToc X'\ooc MRQ. 
610 ifPXETO fLvOWV] €Kf{>aTo fLvOOV MD. 
812 EYKOV'OVT€c] ElJfLEV'OVT€C MRQ. 
949 UASETO] ifLEtPETO Q. 
1032 €,\,\L7TEV] if'\VOEV R. 
1123 E1TOifJLov] tKEcLov M. 
1215 voact] €vSoOt MRQ. 
1248 CTVf{>EAO;;CL] cnj3apo;;CL C. 
1274 apwyovc] €TaLpovc Q. 

3.66 fL'ya] 1TOAv R, 1Tavv Q. 
232 cnj3apou] CTVyEpOU CD. 
339 Kwac] ya;;av D. 
383 U,\SETO] la{vETo Q. 
553 afLvv€tv] ap~y€tv D. 
572 1TpOtaAA.E] 1TPO€1JKE C. 
712 ' , , ] , , , R apac TE cTvyEpac ap1Jv TE CTVYEPYJV • 
762 OLa] KaTa RQ. 
797 c&xoc] aAyoc RQCD. 
884 ca{VOVCLV] O'OVCLV D. 
886 KOVPYJC] vVfLf{>YJc C. 
900 S€ KE] S' <Xv RQ, S' yE C. 
916 cf{>tCtv] TO;;C D. 

1025 KOVPYJ] vVfLf{>YJ C. 
1098 KELvYJv] vVfLf{>YJv C.19 

1113 1TOV'TOLD f{>€POLEV] 1TOVTOV f{>OP€OLEV C. 
1147 if Tot] aUTap D. 
1168 7TaV'T€CCL fLE,dvv€7TE] 7TaV'TECCLV E<PWV€E RQ. 
1170 -ryCT' a7TaV€VOE] '{cTaT' aVEvOE D. 
1372 CO'\OLD] AWOLD RQD. 

4.19 f3pvx~caT' aVLTJ] f3pv~caTo f{>wvfj C. 
57 a'\vcKw] iKcfvw C. 

148 E<pOP/-L~V] E<peTfL~v D. 
302 poov] 7TOpOV RQ. 
392 KEaCCat] KEOaCCat RQ. 

125 

19 As usual, it is the last word of this line that has gone astray, not the first as stated in 
M. L. West, Textual Criticism and Editorial Technique (Stuttgart 1973) 19. 
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437 Kvtrpac] vtrpoc C. 
559 KlpK1]C] KOVP1]C C. 
567 KOVP1]V] vVll-rp1]v D. 
578 cUAAac] aVTac R, a~T(Xc Q. 
743 E'1TAW] E'CTLV QC. 
871 XP{ECKE] SEVECKE R. 
107l AEXtECCL] MKTPOLCL RQCD. 
1103 VEtKOC] V6CTOV D. 
1315 E'VEtKEV] E'PEtCE RQCD. 
1436 iJfJptv] aAAWV RQC. 
1527 all-rpaytpoVTo] all-rpE1TtvovTO RQ C. 
1580 XEpCOV] vfjcov Q. 

(e) EASIER SYNTAX PREFERRED 

1.711 JgEpe'ovTac] Jg€pe'ovca D. An attractive emendation to the 
myopic; but where is the interrogative in Iphinoe's speech? 

969 S~] Ka~ D. The scribe took fright at S~ as the first word. 
2.60 JplSTjv€v] Jpe'EtV€ D. OU Tt bears every resemblance to a direct 
object. In JpE€tVE the scribe finds a transitive verb fitting the metre, 
giving some sort of sense, and palaeographically close to the puzzling 
JplS1]v€v. 

218 ,McacO€] AticaT€ MRQD. SC read AticaCO€, which was no doubt a 
gloss, but regardless of metre MRQD prefer the active form. 

695 Jg€pe'OVT€C] €lCOPOWVT€C MRQC. Common in this sedes and an 
easy change which still makes sense; no doubt influenced by JclSot€v 
in 696. 

884 a,1Toppl!faVT€c] cX7roppl!facO€ S' MRQ. No logical reason for this 
change, but presumably the scribe prefers two imperatives. 
3.68 7T€tpW[.Ltvn] 7TEtpcfJ[.LEVOC D. We may assume that the exemplar 
lacked the iota subscript: attraction to the case and gender of the 
subject of eXVT€{3oATjCEV is no surprise. 

225 7TpOpe'€CK€] 7TPOe'TJK€ QD, 7TPOOe'€CK€ C. HLibrarios turbavit 
minus obvius usus verbi pe'w active significantis" (Brunck). RQ C have 
OtvCfJ for vSwp from 224. Meanwhile QD have changed to a more 
regular transitive verb. R keeps k's 7TPOe'€CKE; C, taking advantage of 
the chaos, offers yet another variant of little merit. 

276 otov] oloc D. An intelligent suggestion, probably the result of 
failure to recognize olov as an adverb. 

404 i}v K'] at K' RQD. Another intelligent alteration by a scribe 
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who was not endowed with Vian's facility for adducing parallels for 
"une curiosite attestee chez Homere."20 

510 EVTVVato] avvcato D. Gillies has correctly explained EV'TVVato for 
us, but D, in search of a verb to govern lJ7Tocx€dT)v, finds avvw and 
would have done better to add the prefix Eg-. 

801 'TeMccatJ T€A€'LcOat D. Unable to find a subject fOr'T€AEeeat in the 
7Tplv clause, the scribe resorts to the passive. 

1139 aifi olKov8e viecOaL] elc olKov val€cOat D. All our MSS inherit dc 
from k, which makes the suffix of otKov8e otiose. D realizes this and 
allows himself (perhaps unconsciously) phonetic corruption from 
v'€cOat to val€eBat, thereby retaining the metre. 

1240 'tcOf1-tov] 'tcOf1-toC D. An interesting transference of epithet, 
presumably the result of proximity to oroc and IIoc€L8awv. 
4.1399 Ecplf1-EPOV] EcpVf1-VtOV RQC. The scribe prefers a noun to an 
adjective and finds it from 2.713. 

(f) CHANGE DUE TO MISUNDERSTANDING 

1.816 aELK'a 7Ta'L8Ec af-Lvvov] aE~ 7Ta'L8Ee 7TpOCaf-LVVov RQ, a€LK'a 7TpOeO€V 
af1-vvov D. D's 7TPOCOEV is most likely a mechanical change influenced 
by 7TCXpOLOEV. RQ's 7Tpocaf-Lvvov may be affected by D's 7TPOCOEV, but 
more probably a€LKEa was not understood and so shortened to the 
more familiar adverb and the prepositional prefix added to the verb 
metri causa. 
2.738 7TEpt'ThpoCPE 7TaxvT)v] 7TEpt'TE'Tpocpev axvT)v D. The scribe is 
not familiar with the word 7TaxvT); his treatment is similar at 
4.1531. 21 

934f TLVaCCEL PL7T~V ] cpv),acCEL pL7T'T~V D. The scribe does not under
stand the text he is copying and is not averse to writing nonsense. 
3.267 iKOtCOE] ;f3T)'T€ RQC. iKOtCO€, as Vian remarks, is "potentiel du 
passe: 'comment avez-vous pu aller ... ?'." The uncomprehending 
scribe has imported Ef3T)'T€ (from 316?). 

662 x-rypov] cp{> .. ov RC. If the scribe did not understand xijpov he 
might at least have found a substitute that scanned. But it could be a 
corruption via ifitAov. 

755 Ulv£€v] aAvEv RQ. The copyist does not understand ;Ov(£)ev and 
looks for a word to mean 'bounded with joy': he finds it at 866. 

1111 oeea] alea RC. Either the scribe did not understand occa and. 

20 Cf Gillies, appendix p.139, and A. Platt,jP 33 (1914) 31. 
21 See below, p.l33. 
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as at 306, resorted to a more familiar phrase; or it is another attempt 
to enforce Homeric-type formulas in Apollonius. 

(g) INTRUSION OF A GLOSS 

1.40 i'KavEV] E{3aLvEV MRQ. 
350 '}"7}Oocvvoc] '}"7}OOP.EVOC D. 
512 avSfi] op.c/>fj MQ. 
601 aVETELAE] avESpap.E MRQ. 
625 8oaVTL] YEPOVTL MRQ. The truth? 
803 EP.{3aAEV aT7}v] EP.{3aAE VdKOC C. 
837 xaTEovcLV O7TI:f{ELC] xaTEovn 7TaptcXELC D. 
1031 AEKTpOV] Sop.ov D. 
1219 aAEYOVTEC] &toVTEC D. 
1228 KaAALVaoLo] KaAALPOOW D. 
1305 7TE<pVEV] KTEivE D. 

2.12 OECP.LOV] OEP.LC MRQ. 
143 ETap.oVTo] EAavvoVTo D. 
183 iaAAEV] E07JKav MR. 
205 KEKALT'] KEiTO D. 
363 KVpEL] KEiTaL MRQ. 
419 YEpaLck] YEPWV D. 
465 O'TLC EgOXOC] OCTLC apLcToc M. 
616 o7TaccE] ESWKE M. 
670 AE7TTOV] P.LKpOV MRQ. 
681 EAE] EAa{3E D. 
1152 &AEYOVTEC] &WVTEC M. 

3.366 yeyaacLv] E{3AaCT7}cav D. 
862 EVEpOLCLV] VEPTEPOLCLV R. 
1000 EiJvacE p.tvwc] EiJvacEv ifpwc RQD. 

4.156 OaAACP] Oap.ov C (voluit Oap.vCfJ). 
422 m$pov] 7TEP.7TOV D. 

1019 p.apyocvV7Jc] p.axAocvV7JC RQCD. 
1665 OEAYE] TEP7TE Q. 

(h) OTHER EMBELLISHMENTS (WHICH MAY OR MAY NOT BE MECHANICAL) 

1.221 VdJTOLC] yat7Jc RQ. I can see no motive for this absurdity, and yet 
I am reluctant to discount it as merely a copyist's error. yat7Jc occurs at 
243 and 255, and might have caught the scribe's eye.22 

253 " 1" ~ , ~, 1" • l' ]" ~, l' , atCWV av JLEya 07] Tt ovcaJLJLopoc 7] TE O£ 7]EV aLcova 0 av JLEya 

22 Dr Dawe suggests that it is a relic of a note explaining that I'WTa can sometimes refer 
to land as well as to people. 
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JLo'ipa 8vcapJLopoc ECxerO (7}Xlho M) 7Ta.VTWV MRQ. CD Bl P omit 8?j 'T£ : 

MRQ conjecture /Lo'ipa to fill the gap and find that considerable 
alterations to the whole line are needed. There seems no reason to 
suppose, with Wellauer, that this represents the reading of the 
proecdosis or first edition. 23 

361 EZ KE] ocppa MRQ. An unsuccessful attempt to correct a faulty 
exemplar Ccf ai K€ D). MYP preserves the truth. 

523 apTt~VacOaL] apTVV€€COaL CD. A curious emendation of tense, 
which Brunck unwisely accepts. The scribe may have doubted the 
length of the v and have been influenced by the Homeric future 
, ¥, 
apTVV€W. 

538 O/LaPTfj] JVLC7Tij MRQ. "Mira sane discrepantia," comments 
Wellauer, and I can see no motive for it. Again MYiJ preserves the 
truth. 

822 iv' 7J cPPOV€OL€V] 0cPP' 7J VO€OLEV D. It is to be assumed that an 
ancestor of D omitted iv'. The solution is clever: by rearrangement 
of the letters the scribe needs only to add one omicron to restore both 
metre and sense. 

1176 ~p?jcaTO] €Vap?jcaTo D. The scholiast admits that this is an 
unusual sense for the uncompounded verb, so we should not be too 
harsh on this reading if it is a conjecture. It may on the other hand 
result from miscopying of an awkward pair of words. 

1213 E7T€CPV€V] EEL7T€V C. A fine example of exceptional stupidity but 
clearly not an unconscious one, as it makes a neat doublet with 
aKovcac, the absurdity of the previous line. 
2.66 J7T' aicn] avaYK'Y} C. A bad guess by a meddlesome scribe. 

139 olaL] oivaL MRQCD. Perhaps a mechanical slip, but oiv'Y} is an 
old name for the vine, cf Hes. Op. 572. 

267 a8EVK€EC] aK7J8€EC D. The scholia are divided on the meaning of 
a8€VK€€C here, so we might expect a conjecture from the scribe: his 
choice disappoints us and is so close to anagrammatism that it almost 
certainly has a mechanical origin. 

323 aKT~] aA/L7J D. Perhaps a slip: it does not make much sense as a 
conjecture. 

396 cLv V7T€P ?}'8'Y}] olnV V7T€pO€ D. Either ?}'8'Y} was missing at some 
stage, or the scribe found it superfluous. In order to fill out the line he 
uses the lengthened form V7TEpOE, inspired by €cPV7T€pOEV in 393, and 
the unparalleled dative, perhaps influenced by €7TL TOLCLV. 

23 On the proecdosis see Frankel, op.cit. (supra n.7) 7-11. 
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590 0' v1ToELKa8E] o€ 1TapelKaOE D. The copyist seems to have under
stood the objections to av24 and produced a fairly successful solution. 

631 VVK'Ta] vfja C. At first glance E1T' iff-l.an VVK'Ta is an apparent 
paradox, and the scribe considers Jason more likely a cpv'Aag of the ship 
than of the night. It is curious to observe that at 1.934 the same MS 

has VVK'T()C for V7]oe, but there the change is probably unconscious, as 
VUK'TL occurs in the same line. 

843 cpcf'Aayg] cpo'iVtg RQ, 1T'T6pOoe M. The reading of RQ is pre
sumably the result of a miscopied cpcf'Aayg; that of M is an attempt to 
restore the sense (but not the metre). 

962 f-I.E'TI.1TEt'Ta Oofj 1TECPOpTJf-I.€VOt aupT/] f-I.E'TI.Et1TE Oofj 1TECPOpTJf-I.l.vov 
a'Af-I.TJ D. Although there is no direct speech within 50 lines, the scribe 
cannot resist 'To'iet 0' of-l.OV f-I.E'TI.Et1TE .25 He is then involved in difficulties 
with the plural1TEcpopTJf-I.l.vOt, which is made to agree with 1TO'Taf-l.6v; 
but a river can hardly be borne along by the breeze, and so a'AI-'TJ is 
conjectured, which strictly means 'sea-water'. 

991 cpt'Ao1T'ToMf-I.ove] CPt'Ao1T'AoKaf-l.OVe R. This word is known to us 
only from the fragments of Euphorion. At first glance it is perhaps a 
more suitable epithet for Kovpae than CPt'Ao1T'ToMf-I.ovc, but no doubt the 
origin of the corruption is mechanical. 

1260 oaTJf-I.oevvT/Ctv] EcpTJf-I.OeVvTJCtv MRQ. An attempt to improve on 
the absurd &'ATJf-I.OcVVT/CtV of all MSS except E21m. 

3.22 Ol-'f-I.a'T'] oua'T' R. Is this meant to be some sort of a joke? Reductio 
ad absurdum of Apollonius' Homeric variatio. 

86 81.'Agat] cp'Al.gat R; 143 OI.'Agov] cpMgov R. Perhaps mechanical in 
origin, but clearly no accident when the same alteration is made 
twice within 60 lines; nor is it an improvement. 

254-56 1Tpo1TapotOE jJa'Aovcat ••• EOpaf-l.Ov] 7TP01TcfpotOEV lovcat •.. 
EKjJa'Aov D. This sort of rewriting allows us a glimpse of the scribe 
aiming to display his own poetic talents but succeeding in no more 
than an exhibition of his own ignorance. 

300 EcpatOpVvav'To] E1TO'TpVVaV'To D. I cannot see any motive for this 
alteration, which may well be accidental in origin. 

418 'TcfOE 'To'ia] 'TaOE 1T(xv'Ta C. "'TcfOE 'To'ia ni fallor Graecum non est," 
writes Frankel. If this is the scribe's motive for alteration, his solution 
is quite successful, cf 2.876, 1020; 3.697; 4.234. Indeed it may be the 
truth, but if so I am at a loss to explain the corruption. More likely 

24 Cf. Platt, op.cit. (supra n.20) 20. 
25 Though the usual Homeric phrase is TOLct 8£ Ka~ jUiT£mr£. 
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'TelOE is a gloss on 'TOia and has displaced something like ,uo£ (Frankel's 
suggestion). 

604 cppaccwv'Tat] 'TTpaccwv'Tat RQ. Not as clever as it looks at first 
glance: the epic form is 'TTP~CCW, and the phrase is rather prosy. 
Probably it is no more than a phonetic slip. 

990 &pwY77cJ uJ1 . .ot{377c Q. 'TtVHV u,uo£{3~v is common enough, cf 
1.619 and Odyssey 12.382, but ·rtVEtV xap£v apmfNjc is absurd. 

1025 O£ o~] OE fLLV RQ. Whether the exemplar contained o~ or not 
(it is omitted in P), this is an intelligent suggestion. 

1263 txvoc] EYXOC D. The scribe is suspicious oftxvoc and finds €YXoc 
a more suitable subject for E'TTaAAEV. Spears are in the air both literally 
(TLvaccwv) and metaphorically (p.E/\tYJV in 1264 and EYXOC in 1231 and 
1286). 

1266 fLE'Ta'TTaLcpacCEcOaL] fL€'Ta'TTaLcpaccovwv R. "Var. lect. apud Schol. 
utrumque, quae in quibusdam libris ex errore scribarum nata 
videtur, quorum oculi ad versus praecedentis exitum aberrabant" 
(Wellauer). This might suggest that R's exemplar carried scholia, but 
alternatively it could be a mechanical change, as Wellauer suggests. 

1272 €'TT~f3oAoc apfLaTL] €'TT~pOeOC aLfLaTL D. Nonsense again, and 
probably mechanical in origin. 
4.24 KOAmp] KOA'TTOLC RQ. This may be the truth (cf. Platt's KoA7Ttp ),26 
but perhaps more likely it is the result of confusion of compendia. 

186 XEpdv] cpPEcdv RQ. Another absurdity, probably a real word 
made out of nonsense.27 

293 tJfLE'T€PYJC yaLYJc] yaLYJc ~fLE'T€PYJC RQD. The order of the words is 
inherited from k. As for the change of person, "loquitur Argus in 
Colchide natus. . .. Mendose quidem D, sed tolerabili menda, in 
utroque versu primam personam praefert." Brunck is too tolerant of 
ignorance. 

399 'TTa'Tpl] 7Ta'T~p D. This destroys not only the metre but also the 
worth of the reading &yOL'TO (400) in D. Perhaps it is simply the result 
of a nomen sacrum compendium. 

405f aVTLOWCL ..• CPEpOL€V] €lCaLOV'T€C D ... CPEpOV'TEC RQCD. "Das 
Letztere [avTLowv'T€c] ist in D durch eine weitere Konjektur in €lcatov
'T€C verwandelt worden (worauf dann CP€POL€V hatte folgen sollen), 
'wenn sie gewahr werden-dass Apsyrtos nicht mehr am Leben ist 

26 op.cit. (supra n.20) 37. 
27 For examples of the reverse corruption see R. D. Dawe, Studies in the Text oJSophoc/es I 

(Leiden 1973) 126. 
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(vgl. 497 und 507)', etwa in Anlehnung an den Vers 11.1085 (der mit 
£vva.€-rcu beginnt), oder an die 7 anderen Versschliisse mit ElcaL
O(VTEC)."28 

604 aEL/LEVat] D .. tY/LEVat D. Giangrande may be right to support 
q.E{/LEVa t here (Zu Sprachgebrauch, Technik und Text des Apollonios 
Rhodios [Amsterdam 1973] 35), and R predictably' normaliz es ' to 
the Homeric aT}f.I..Evat. But D's EAtY/LEVat (which surely means 
'whirling,' cf Hes. Th. 791) looks to me more like the preservation 
of an ancient variant (or uncial corruption AEI)EAI)EAI) than 
a XV -century , Verbesserungsversuch.' 

606 f3AECPa.pWV] AEXEWV D. "In cod. D qui optimum EAtY/L€Vat modo 
suppeditavit absurda hie observatur lectio," comments Brunck with 
good reason. Mechanical in origin? 

827 C'TVYEP6V] tEpoV RQC, OAOOV D. Mechanical? 
938 roWE] fiVVCE Q. A poor suggestion which does not even scan. It 

could perhaps be mechanical: divvE)WV(}E)T}VV(}E ..• 
998 KEXa.pOV·TO] €PpcfJOVTO RQ, £ya.VVVTO CD. Alternative suggestions 

to 'correct' a faulty exemplar. 
1055 EV~KEac] xaAK~pEac RQ. Perhaps a variant in the exemplar. 
1111 ciJpTO] ECTT} RQ, EYVW CD. The reading of CD is imported from 

698; that of RQ was perhaps intended to 'correct' it. 
1144 7TotKLAa] 7Tv(}/LEva RQCD. 1 am unable to account for this 

word, which elsewhere in the poem occurs only as a variant at 946. 
1162 JLEya.POtC] JLEYa.pW RQCD. Obviously intended to correct 

JLEYa.pOV, which is read by k. 
1195 7T€8ov] VEOV R. Another mystery. 
1197 aVTE] aAAat R, aMa Q. Both are tasteless suggestions when 

followed by ol6(}EV olat (oloy RQCD). The scribe allows himself to be 
carried away by the double jingle. 

1320 €CP' vyp~v] £7T1. y~v RQCD. Silly and irresponsible, but no 
doubt mechanical in origin. 

1348 C'rEPCPEctY] CTEpVotny RQCD. Anatomical extravaganza in
duced by the proximity of aVXEYOC, vWTa, 19vac, KEcpaAfjc. 

1355 €VTPOXOV] €VTPocpOC R. Correction O[€VTpOXOC read by Q CD: it 
is at least a more respectful epithet for Amphitrite than 'well
wheeled'. Moschus has a remarkable facility for Homeric reminis
cence, but he is unable to think back 30 lines to find the truth. 

28 H. Frankel, Noten zu den Argonautika des Apollonios (Munich 1968) 485f. 
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1358 TjSJ: 8vyaTp€c] TjS' €7TLOVPOL D. On the face of it, a more likely 
doublet perhaps, but cf 1323. 

1361 aAAa TLc] aUa 7TY) RQCD. Cf 1.822~' 7TYJ r'XUY) but probably a 
mechanical error.29 

1500 yaLn] alhov R. Perhaps the exemplar omitted yaLn. QC read 
ViKVV from 1499; R's suggestion is very feeble. 

1523 &Ayoc om. R, ;AKOC rell. R recognized the corruption but 
rather than attempt correction resorts to omission. 

1531 EPP€€ AaxvY)] EPP€€V axvY) RQCD. Frankel's parallel30 from 
Nicander, Ther. 328-31, is sufficient to secure AeXXVY) in the text. r'Xxv'Y) 
may be no more than a mechanical slip. 

1595 €KpLvaTo] U7TEKp{vaTo RQ, €7TEKpLVaTo CD. 1594, 1596 and 1597 
all have E7TL or E7T- at this point in the line. CD fall into the trap with
out realizing that the reading is excluded on metrical grounds. RQ 
alter to a compound which occurs (though only once, Iliad 5.12) in 
Homer. 

1620 C?]fLaTa] DWfLaTa RQCD. In spite of 554, the slight zeugma 
does not escape the attention of a literal-minded scribe. 

1682 7TEVKY)] 7ThpY) D. A particularly stupid alteration: Moschus, if 
not his predecessors, must have been familiar with the sources of this 
simile at Iliad 4.482 and 16.482. 

1767 ufLEfLcp/a] uTELpEa RQ, U7T€LpEa C. Since C was probably copied 
before RQ, UT€LpEa was most likely a conjecture in the exemplar 
which was miscopied by C. It is perhaps an echo of a passage I have 
been unable to identify.31 

CHRIST CHURCH, OXFORD 

November, 1973 

29 A plausible motive for the corruption is suggested by Campbell, op.cit. (supra n.18) 89. 
30 op.cit. (supra n.28) 607. 
31 I am grateful to Dr R. D. Dawe and the late Professor Douglas Young for criticism 

of this paper in typescript. 


